piCHEM – The Peptide Company

Having more than two decades of experience piCHEM is a reliable partner for the manufacturing of synthetic peptides and peptide related molecules. The company is privately owned and located in Austria. piCHEM provides peptides and complex organic molecules for medical, biochemical and pharmaceutical research as well as full GMP service for peptides and peptide conjugates used as active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs).

In addition to basic research and pharmaceutical development piCHEM offers a wide range of value-added services including process scale-up, process validation, analytical services, stability studies and regulatory support.

The manufacturing of GMP grade peptides is the core business of piCHEM. We offer flexibility in production scales from milligram to multigram quantities per batch.

With the commitment to excellence and quality piCHEM provides highly-active peptide-based molecules used in medical, biochemical and pharmaceutical research for drug development and nuclear medicine treatments to the pharmaceutical industry.

We are working in close collaboration with our clients to guide the drug development process from pre-clinical research to the API approval.

piCHEM provides peptides of any length and complexity. Our experienced peptide chemists and our well trained team provide you with full support in the design of your peptides and complex organic molecules.

Synthetic peptides are tailor-made to client’s needs. Our R&D department provides a broad range of different strategies from conventional synthesis in solution to solid phase synthesis methods using –tBOC or –FMOC strategies. Fully automatic peptide synthesizers or large scale batch reactors are available allowing flexibility in production scales for batch sizes from milligram to several hundred gram quantities.

piCHEMs Performances at a Glance

- Custom peptide synthesis
- Complex organic molecules
- Peptide modifications
- Dye and chelator labeling
- Contract manufacturing
- Peptide conjugates
- Technical advice
- Fill & Finish services
- Flexibility in production scales
- Cutting edge facility
- Cleanrooms class D/C
- Regulatory Affairs support
- Individual project management
- Analytical services
- EU-GMP and FDA inspected

Contact
piCHEM Forschungs- und Entwicklungs GmbH
Parkring 3, 8074 Raaba-Grambach
AUSTRIA
+43-316 – 68 17 11-0
sales@pichem.at
www.pichem.at